                   Maid Service Day 10

Teresa had been slowly starting to adapt to the new chastity belt, that term was incorrect it was more like a chastity corset, it was far to wide to be called a belt. It acted like a corset it was to tight to allow her to move about normally, it tightly clinched her waist in compressing her lungs she was unable to draw a full breath in. she had worn corsets before and had enjoyed the restriction to a degree but she had always had a way out with this devious item she did not. She had admired her figure in the mirror. She had to admit the belt / girdle combination did a marvellous job of moulding her figure, it supported her back she had to admit the construction was excellent it was designed after all for long term wear.

It also was the cause of more than a little bit of nervousness on Teresa’s part. Also like a corset it could be made tighter above her left hip there were two key holes above her right hip were two keyholes. A few little turn of a key by Emily and the belt had gotten a lot tighter as two ratchet mechanisms pulled the two halves of the waist section tightly together from each side. With a tape measure Emily had confirmed that Teresa’s waist had dropped to 25 inches now. Emily had threatened to make the corset a bit tighter, that had been a little to much for Teresa but there was a playful tone to Emily’s voice she was after something else. Teresa quickly found it out in the form of the high heeled shoes that she had borrowed from Emily yesterday being retained on her feet, they were a little high but she was sure given a few days she would have success.

Teresa had come in early just because she had given herself more time to get to work she was considerably slower, wearing the heels and the insidiously naughty chastity belt. She got to the staff room and went to her locker she folded up her coat and put it away she adjusted her outfit touched up her make up. There was a creak behind her Teresa turned around nervously Janice was there the two of them looked at each other. Janice was wearing a lose baggy skirt and a lose baggy black top with a high neck, her eye’s her face everything looked tired but happy as if she had been doing huge amounts of exhausting physical exercise. She blushed under the examination, Teresa took a step towards her, she held out her hand towards her. Janice looked at it then took Teresa’s hand and firmly shook it.

Teresa was going to follow up on a good start a fresh beginning, “Hi Janice I am sorry, I think we went a bit to far.” Janice seemed to sign in relief gently shaking her head “No no Teresa it was fate I was meant to shoot my mouth off, I am sorry I owe Mistress Emily a sincere apology and Bob is a stand up guy. He went right in and helped the staff out when that guy from maintenance was stealing stuff if he hadn’t stopped him just think what could have happened.” Teresa nodded if bob had not saved her she was not quite sure what would have happened. Teresa was a little surprised but pleasantly so “I am glad that you see things that way you said mistress Emily why did you call her that?” Janice stared for a split second at her as if Teresa had just made a little mistake “well she is your mistress, isn’t she Teresa?” Teresa went a little bit red in the cheeks in front of Emily “well I guess you are correct how did you?” her voice trailed off. Janice grinned “the way you to acted together, she hasn’t given you a collar yet has she?” 

Teresa paused for a minute thinking a few weeks ago she barely gave Janice the time of day, which on reflection was a bit ungrateful as she had trained her on the job, then with Teresa’s special duties she had gotten Janice to see her as a rival. now they were back to a new beginning like a reset button had been pressed. Teresa didn’t really know any women other than Emily who liked the bondage games another friend would be a welcome addition to her life. So she spoke to Janice openly and honestly “We have looked at some jewellery online I couldn’t hide a proper collar under a maids outfit all the time It would look a bit odd with a thick jumper or scarf all year round.” Janice looked sympathetic and nodded.

Teresa was a little inquisitive “what about your mistress?” A dreamy far away look appeared in Janice‘s eyes and she smiled deeply “Mistress Delilah is very dominant very beautiful very powerful she lives life with a passion that I have never experienced before.” Teresa could tell that Janice was head over heels in love she probed deeper “tell me more about her?” Janice continued “she is beautiful and powerful and terrible to behold you can feel your knee‘s going weak at the joint when she is in her full Dom mode!” The woman sounded a little two intense for Teresa, she was someone who had the money and connections to spend most of her time playing her own games she only had to take of the mask for a bit of the time, lucky if you could afford it, Teresa was not sure what to say “that sounds a bit scary.” Janice looked like a naughty school girl then nodded “very much so crazy and scary but I can feel my heart beating faster when I see her or smell the sent of her perfume.” She looked at Teresa questioningly “dose mistress Emily make your heart beat faster?” Teresa was honest “I can feel my stomach doing all sorts of strange things I know I feel something very deep for her but I need a while to process it I am not sure if its lust or love or both.” Janice patted her on the shoulder “I was lucky with Delilah I was all in, heart mind and soul!”

Teresa hugged her they were much the same, “Janice I must admit I can understand you, being introduced to another partner in a short period of time. Having my world shaken upside down finding and enjoying bondage!” Janice sensed someone like her a kindred soul but there was still a conflict in her, she gently probed to see what the source of that conflict was “I can see there is a but coming in there what is it?” Teresa explained it “Emily is a Dom, but I like to be a switch I like to be on top and on the bottom I like to vary,” Janice nodded “as you know I have the hotel guest but she is only hear a few more days, do you think Emily would submit to me for a change?” Janice looked thoughtful for a few seconds “she will either play with you if she loves you or let you play with another to fulfil all your needs at least that is what I would like to think” Teresa nodded as Janice stroked her hair.

Janice looked at her closely “Teresa you move a certain way the thick clothes the tightness of your posture have you got something naughty under your clothes, the heels are a little to high well, scratch that they look very high and those shoes look very solid how exactly do you unbuckle them.” Teresa looked her over she looked closely as well “well Janice I could say the same about you what naughty thoughts are running around in your head?”

Janice Grinned with a little bit of flair slowly lifted up her lose top She has a chastity bra, it tightly squeezed both of her breasts capturing them in a pair of twin metal spheres. It was a piece of art and craft highly finished and highly polished. Teresa had to admit it must have been heavily padded so was probably pretty comfortable. The chastity bra while being the matching part to her own belt was brought to another level. The locks looked far more complex than those on her own belt it was much more finely finished with what appeared to be a strip of gold leaf patterned edging around the perimeter of the metallic device, all she could say was “wow”.

Teresa blushed and raised her own top she carefully tilted her bra until Janice could see the locking nipple claps and chain hidden beneath her black under wire bra plus padding. Janice looked at them “ouch” then she looked down “is that all you have?” Janice asked coyly. Teresa grinned “well the shoes lock on” she pulled up her bra and pulled her top down she pulled up her skirt to show Janice her belt. Janice gasped and pointed “just like mine!” She lifted her own lose skirt up to show a belt almost the same as Teresa around her waist it had the more expensive gold edging with the matching leaf pattern. Teresa did have to admire how tight the belt had been applied it was probably 22 inches a good three inches tighter than Teresa’s though Janice was a little slimmer. Finally Janice pulled down her top to show off the matching collar it looked more like a piece of armour thick and heavy. It came with a big lock and a wide D shaped anchor point at the front it had the gold edging with the same leaf pattern. Teresa could admire and respect that Janice had found someone in the world she was willing to stand with. To say I belong with her see this is for all the world it held the same connotation as a wedding ring, well almost but the same symbolism in a far less subtle way.

Teresa looked down at her chastity belt, “how about under that fancy package?”  Janice grinned “I have the mark 2 tantaliser and the mark one discipline plug” she paused for a second and gasped “what about you?” Teresa looked a little nervous  “Just the beginners tantaliser and the training plug.” Janice hugged her and shrugged “I guess your just starting off, I was dropped in at the deep end so to speak, my end is a little sore as a result but I am none the worse for ware.” they laughed at Janice’s little joke. Janice packed a lot of things from her locker into a bag “I have to run I am arranging for a moving company to take my stuff from my apartment to Mistress Delilah’s penthouse my room is right next to hers.” Teresa smiled at her “hope it all goes well and they don’t break anything” Janice grinned back “have fun with the guest while you can” Teresa waved to her as she walked away.

Teresa looked up at the staff room notice board there was a poster for the dojo that Bob belonged to, it was running a 20% off the first six sessions for new members. Teresa had to wonder Bob was carrying a bit of fat a lot of muscle and a bit of fat. People mistook him at there peril for nothing but fat, he was a short square cube of muscle with a bit of padding, he didn’t seem to eat badly he seemed to eat rather healthily but when he was on his own he could quickly demolish a massive quantity of junk food, Teresa had found the evidence by accident a few times. He worked in a hotel with a world class two Michelin star kitchen yet he chose to stuff himself with cheep junk it was a head scratcher.

Teresa had been having a few issues with the belt in a few other ways. It was the adjustable mechanisms from the thigh bands to the main Waist clincher section. It was one thing having her speed limited like that, it had not been to much of an issue to begin with but it was really starting to wear on her after a day or more. It had taken her a lot of effort to convince Emily to keep it the same and not slow her down further. Also she swore that Emily had deliberately adjusted it so that she was faster on her right leg than her left just to throw her off. She didn’t want to risk going back to Emily just yet as she was worried about her using it as an excuse to tighten her bondage even more or inflict some other restriction on her poor body, the irony of the situation was not lost on her. Also having to use certain resources with the plug in the rear of the belt was proving to be quite a bit more complicated than she had initially thought. There was an option to remove it but Teresa was again unwilling to see what the price for that would be at the moment. There was also the fact that Teresa had not let her have an orgasm since putting her in the belt! But really that had been expected.

There was one other thing in the corner of the notice board that caught Teresa’s eye a 
report and a reward notification, not all of the jewellery had been recovered from the theft. A few of the choicest bits were missing one of the pair of thieves had obviously double crossed the other and pocketed the higher value items for themselves a description came with the notice. There were two rings one with a set of diamonds and emeralds the other with a very large ruby. A black pearl necklace a very high end antique gold watch in a very ornate gold case. A gold framed mirror and a very expensive pair of earrings that looked ancient, a little buzz went through Teresa she would get the opportunity to play detective without the risk of bumping into the two thieves again. One was apparently refused bail due to trying to stab Bob the other had apparently pleaded guilty and was now looking at five years in jail, Teresa had an idle little fantasy about meeting the woman in jail when she was locked in heavy cuffs and shackles then dominating her, Teresa dismissed the fantasy she had to get moving to carry out her other duties.

As she headed through the corridors of the hotel other ideas marched through Teresa’s mind. Teresa had been looking online she had dreamed of the tables being turned the blond hotel guest trapping her in an arm binder and paying her back for all the teasing Teresa liked the idea of an arm binder. It would be fun to put Emily into one of her own and tease her until she gave Teresa the key to the belt that would be good. Teresa could not imagine how desperately horny the blond woman must be with that vibrator on a low setting driving her mad pure torture, she giggled like a school girl. She stopped outside the door adjusted her clothing. She fumbled for the key for a second then opened the door to the hotel room and strode in. Her guest seemed to somehow be begging for release even thought she was in such a tight predicament the release was not from her restraints. Teresa was still wearing her accessories stocking the naughty maids uniform it felt appropriate she looked at the note, things were slowly building in intensity but where was all this going? Also was this woman going to be even remotely sane after all this?

Note 10th  May

Dear Maid 

Please remember Love you, please keep me bound .

The riding crop and a timer, please set It for twenty minutes, I have been naughty and perky, thank you so much.

Please feed me with the feeding pump again, 

The paddle on the chair, please set the timer for fifty-five minutes I need to be spanked.

Please let me use the facilities, then use one of the litre enema bags with two sashays, Please use the size 10 butt plug, the largest in the set. leave me retaining it, please tightly hog tie me when you are finished.

For the vibrator please set it up to intensity 2 please plug me in, strap me and turn me on, it is still not enough to make me come but that will come later.

Thank you most kindly

A generous tip is on the night stand when you are finished.

Elizabeth was so desperate she struggled even now against her tight restraints, she didn’t care if she was kept in this tight bondage she just wanted to get off desperately it had been vibrating inside of her all night, all god dam night!!! It was driving her crazy literally crazy. They could have her money her clothes her car her flat she just needed to come so badly. The monster vibrate was set so low she could not reach an orgasm, she was just so frustrated. No amount of squirming fantasizing or thinking about it was going to get her off, maybe with the maids hands over her body licking and sucking her breasts squeezing and dominating her she might had a chance but where was she when Elizabeth needed her?

Elizabeth struggled in frustration again everything was way too tight. She had to admit that there was a certain attraction to submission in this way. Being cared for not having to make decisions the tight restraints they meant she didn’t have to worry. On some very real level it felt like she was being hugged and cuddled all over invisible lovers embraced her phantom partners tormented her and teased her controlling and denying her. She chastised herself she was truly mad if she actually wanted to be tied up like this! She had to think her mind had to keep fighting against it but the vibrator was tiring her out body and mind.

The door opened at last something was happening, the maid removed the rubber sheet holding Elizabeth down. She unplugged the vibrator but didn’t remove it, but it was a relief not to be tormented by its constant buzzing even for a brief while. The maids hands wandered over Elizabeth’s crotch she was so so close to cuming just a little more she was at the precipice of pleasure then she pulled away, Elizabeth cursed her from under her gag to no avail. The maid proceeded with the usual round of  harsh punishment on her sensitive bulging breasts with the riding crop, she did have the same enthusiasm that she had displayed the previous day Elizabeth had to admit that it did sting. Then the maid force fed her, with the vile mush some proper food was another luxury that Elizabeth thought she might not see again at this point she could barely remember what something solid tasted or smelt like.

Elizabeth thought up a new word diciplinasize the guaranteed weight loss program, she joked to herself. As she was pulled forward while being paddled. Every step forced the plugs to move around inside her but it was not enough for her to cum she was just getting more and more hot and bothered. The maid was certainly more enthusiastic she got Elizabeth to go faster and faster until she was sure that she would fall over. The maid patted her on the back “good girl you are getting so good at walking in those heels I am so proud of you,” Elizabeth could not help herself do anything but beam with a little pride for a moment under the hood.

Elizabeth was allowed to rest for two minutes then she was hauled into the bath room for an appointment with a wet soapy sponge, at least the vibrator was taken out and cleaned and she was cleaned. Then there was the usual teasing helplessness and trading one enormous butt plug for a larger one, Elizabeth had learned not to fight the plug it just made her life easier. Plugged tightly again Elizabeth was returned her to the bed and put in her usual tight hogtie. The vibrator was again firmly imbedded in her body the maid might had wiggled it about getting it in far more than she needed to it caused Elizabeth to bite down on her gag but still no release.

The maid adjusted the sex toy onto the second setting, Elizabeth was insanely desperate for it, she wanted to explode in one glorious all consuming orgasm, after ten days of frustrated play and the previous unfulfilled night her yearning was even worse. The vibrator was very large the maid fiddling with the straps getting it buried deeper in place inside Elizabeth. It was plugged back into the socket and it was on humming at the second lowest setting Elizabeth could tell that it was on a higher setting now was she finally going to get relief? A few moments later Elizabeth realised that on this still low a setting she still wouldn’t be getting any release just a lot more frustration the maid giggled.

The maid stroked her breasts lightly then wrapped her in the tight rubber sheet to leave her a bound sweaty bundle. The maid switched of the lights . “It still isn’t your day I don’t think that’s enough to get you off maybe if you had a little help but I don’t think I am helping you today, maybe tomorrow who knows?” she shut the door leaving Elizabeth to her tight bonds and desperate futile struggles. 

Teresa would go to Emily and have a little talk to her about a few games and her taking the lead once in a while what would be the worst that could happen?


